
Christianity in 
Nepal & the Kosi 

river valley



“
Then hear from heaven their 

prayer and their plea, and 
uphold their cause.

1 King 8:45 (NIV)
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1.
Current statistics

Regarding christianity 



375,699 (1.4%)
Christianity (2011 census)

Fastest growing in the world?
According to a report by Gordon Conwell Theological 

Seminary

5th most practice religion
But non-Hindus are systemically under-reported in Nepal
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2.
Location of Nepal

Regarding christianity 



MAPS

Nepal
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1.
History of 
christanity

How things were



Christianity & Nepal 

➢ 1715: 1st christian mission to Nepal by Catholic Capuchin 
friars

➢ 1768-9: Capuchins were expelled from Nepal’s unification 
& chrsitian groups are banned from country for 200 years

➢ 1951: revolution, foreign missionaries were permitted to 
enter Nepal for social service work but proselytization & 
conversion were still legally prohibited

➢ 1990: relaxation of restriction on conversion -> Nepali 
church began to grow rapidly 
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Christianity & Nepal

➢ How christianity came into Nepal
￫ When young people went out for higher education in 

Nepal 
￫ Military service in British & Indian army

➢ One factor which contributed to the rapid growth: through 
healing by prayer
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United Mission to Nepal (UMN)

➢ 3/5/1954: response to an unexpected invitation from the 
government of Nepal

➢ 8 mission agencies working in India came together to form 
an international, interdenominational mission
￫ Now 39 agencies from 16 countries

➢ Education, industrial development & rural development 
➢ Now on particular areas of health needs 
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A little on Kosi river

➢ Kosi river was considered a goddess by some & also a curse 
by some in the area

➢ Flooding (150,000 deaths (2007))& wickedness that spread 
through these event
￫ Selling little girls, robbing while pretending to be relief 

workers
￫ GFA bringing in aid is being blocked by the 

government
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3.
Political climate 

Regarding christianity 



➢ 1768 - 1990: Proselytism of or conversion to Christianity 
was legally prohibited Nepal
￫ 1951 & 1963: laws were forced

￫ 3 years of jail for those who attempted to convert 
people & 6 years who succeeded 

￫ If you attempt to be converted 100 rupees & baptized -
> imprisonment for 1 year

￫ 1960 -1990: prosecution of christians where baptism of 
Nepali citizens had occurred 
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➢ 1990 -2010: Nepal’s law on proselytism remains largely 
unenforced and christians were able to operate without 
significant government interference 
￫ 1990: decriminalized religious conversion but retained 

the ban on proselytism
￫ 2007: proclaimed Nepal a secular state & included 

guarantees on religious freedom 
￫ Tighter restrictions on christian activity 
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➢ 2015: retained secular state BUT prohibited ‘distributing 
religion of other people’ and reiterated the ban on 
proselytism 

➢ 2017: Nepal’s parliament passed an ambiguous wordered 
law criminalizing & stipulating ‘nobody should indulge in 
any act or conduct to undermine the religion or faith the 
community has been observing since eternal times’ -> this 
has been used to harass christian minorities  
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➢ There have been recent kidnapping of pastors or bombing 
of churches in rural areas (2009, 2015)
￫ Episodes of violence against christianity still continue 

to occur 
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Let us pray discernment towards 
Nepal & the go team mission 

through God.
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